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Fish Anatomy 

 
Fins:  Maintain position, move, steer, and stop 
 
Single Fins 
            - Dorsal 
              - Caudal 
            - Anal 
            - Adipose 
 
Paired Fins 
            - Pectoral 
            - Pelvic 

 
Scales: Protection, like our skin 
 
             - Ctenoid- jagged edges (usually fish with spines) 
             - Cycloid- smooth rounded edges 
             - Ganoid Diamond shaped (Gar) 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Fishscales.png
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Lateral line: a visible line along the side of a fish consisting of a series of sense 
organs that detect pressure and vibration. 
               - Fluid filled sacs with hair-like sensory apparatus that are open to the 
water through a series of pores. 
               - Senses- water pressure and currents, movement in the water 
Ampullae of Lorenzini: are special sensing organs called electroreceptors, 
forming a network of jelly-filled pores. 
               - Electric eels 
               - Some species of Catfish 
               - Sturgeon 

 
Swim Bladder: a gas-filled sac present in the body of many bony fishes, used to 
maintain and control buoyancy. 
                - Hollow gas (usually oxygen) filled organ 
                - Maintain neutral buoyancy 
                - Without it a fish will sink if it stops swimming 
                - Example of fish without swim bladders: sharks, rays 
                - Some fish fill their swim bladder by gulping air at the surface others 
by internal processes  

Pores with ampullae of Lorenzini in snout of a Tiger Shark, from Wikipedia. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lorenzini.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ampullae_of_Lorenzini
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Fish Mouths: Mouth shape and size determines what they can eat 
                 - Upward facing mouth-surface feeding 
                 - Snout like nose-picks food out of crevices 
                 - Bottom facing mouth-bottom feeder 
                 - Mouth facing the middle- anything it can catch 

 
Gills: Most fish breathe entirely with their gills flushing water over their highly 
vascularized gills 
Air- breathing fish 
                - Function similar to human lungs 
                   - Fish gulp air to gain oxygen 
                   - Store it in a primitive lung or modified organ 
                   - Often found in habitats in which other fish cannot survive 

https://www.pinterest.com/baby0972145306/animals/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lemon_shark
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                   - Obligate vs non-obligate (have to breathe air vs can do it when 
oxygen levels in water are low) 

 
Air breathing species we have in our collection: 

• Gar 
• Bichir 
• Lungfish 
• Catfish 
• Electric Eel 
• Knifefish 
• Arowana 
• Gourami 

  

https://www.flickr.com/photos/schristia/2959749425
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The Great Lakes 
 
The Great Lakes are a series of interconnected freshwater lakes located in 
northeastern North America, on the Canada-United States border, which connect 
to the Atlantic Ocean through the Saint Lawrence River. Consisting of Lakes 
Superior, Michigan, Huron (or Michigan-Huron), Erie, and Ontario, they form the 
largest group of freshwater lakes on Earth, containing 21% of the world's surface 
fresh water by volume. A great way to remember the lakes is the acronym 
HOMES, Huron, Ontario, Michigan, Erie, Superior. 
 
The total surface is 94,250 square miles (244,106 sq. km), and the total volume 
(measured at the low water datum) is 5,439 cubic miles (22,671 cubic km). Due 
to their sea-like characteristics (rolling waves, sustained winds, strong currents, 
great depths, and distant horizons) the five Great Lakes have also long been 
referred to as inland seas. Lake Superior is the second largest lake in the world 
by area, and Lake Michigan is the largest lake that is entirely within one country. 

 
The Great Lakes began to form at the end of the last glacial period around 
14,000 years ago, as retreating ice sheets carved basins into the land and they 
became filled with meltwater. The lakes have been a major highway for 
transportation, migration and trade, and they are home to a large number of 
aquatic species. Many invasive species have been introduced due to trade, and 
some threaten the region's biodiversity. 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Great-Lakes.svg
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Great_Lakes.svg
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The Food Chain 
 
All living organisms depend on one another for food. By exploring the 
relationships of organisms that feed on one another, we begin to understand how 
certain organisms are related to each other. 
 
The arrows in a food chain show the flow of energy, from the sun or 
hydrothermal vent to a top predator. As the energy flows from organism to 
organism, energy is lost at each step. A network of many food chains is called 
a food web. 
 
A food chain is a simplified way to show the relationship of organisms that feed 
on each other. It's helpful to classify animals in a simple food chain by what they 
eat, or where they get their energy. 

 
Green plants, called producers, form the basis of the aquatic food chain. They 
get their energy from the sun and make their own food through photosynthesis. 
In the Great Lakes, producers can be microscopic phytoplankton (plant 
plankton) algae, aquatic plants like Elodea, or plants like cattails that emerge 
from the water's surface. 
 
Herbivores, such as ducks, small fish and many species of zooplankton (animal 
plankton) eat plants. Carnivores (meat eaters) eat other animals and can be 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Trophiclevels.jpg
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microscopic (e.g., water mites), small (e.g., frog) or large (e.g., lake 
trout). Omnivores are animals (including humans) that eat both plants and 
animals. Each is an important part of the food chain. 
 
In reality, food chains overlap at many points - because animals often feed on 
multiple species - forming complex food webs. Food web diagrams depict all 
feeding interactions among species in real communities. These complex 
diagrams often appear as intricate networks of lines connecting the species. 
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Food Chains in the Great Lakes 

 
 
 

• Producers: Plants form the base of Great Lakes food chains. They're 
called producers, because they make their own food by converting 
sunlight through photosynthesis. They also act as food, providing 
energy for other organisms. In the Great Lakes, most producers are 
phytoplankton, or microscopic floating plants. An example of 
phytoplankton is green algae. Large rooted plants, another type of 
producer, provide food and shelter for different organisms, fish and 
wildlife. 

 

• Primary Consumers: The next level in the food chain is made up of 
primary consumers, or organisms that eat food produced by other 
organisms. Examples of primary consumers include zooplankton, ducks, 
tadpoles, mayfly nymphs and small crustaceans. 

• Secondary Consumers: Secondary consumers make up the third level of 
the food chain. Secondary consumers feed on smaller, plant-eating 
animals (primary consumers). Examples of secondary consumers include 
water mites, bluegill, small fish, crayfish and frogs. 

https://www.slideshare.net/D4RR3NTH3C001/ocean-ecosystem-in-bali
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• Top Predators: Top predators are at the top of the food chain. Top 
predators eat plants, primary consumers and/or secondary consumers. 
They can be carnivores or omnivores. Top predators typically sit atop the 
food chain without predators of their own. Examples include fish such as 
lake trout, walleye, pike and bass, birds such as herons, gull and red tailed 
hawks, bears - and humans! 

At the base of the aquatic food web are: 

• Plankton: Plankton are microscopic plants and animals whose 
movements are largely dependent upon currents. Plankton are the 
foundation of the aquatic food web. Plankton are vital in the food supplies 
of fish, aquatic birds, reptiles, amphibians and mammals. 

 

• Food Webs: In reality, many different food chains interact to form complex 
food webs. This complexity may help to ensure a species' survival in 
nature. If one organism in a chain becomes scarce, another may be able to 
assume its role. In general, the diversity of organisms that do similar things 
provides a type of safety, and may allow an ecological community to 
continue to function in a similar way, even when one species becomes 
scarce. However, some changes in one part of the food web may have 
effects at various trophic levels, or any of the feeding levels that energy 
passes through as it continues through the ecosystem. 

• Phytoplankton: Plant plankton are called phytoplankton and may be 
single cells or colonies. Several environmental factors influence the growth 
of phytoplankton: temperature, sunlight, the availability of organic or 
inorganic nutrients, and predation by herbivores (plant eaters). 
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• Zooplankton: Animal plankton are called zooplankton. Zooplankton can 
move on their own, but their movement is overpowered by currents. 
Zooplankton may be herbivores or plant-eaters (eat phytoplankton), 
carnivores or meat eaters (eat other zooplankton) or omnivores, which eat 
both plants and animals (eat phytoplankton and zooplankton). 
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The Great Lakes comprise the world's largest freshwater ecosystems, and 
healthy complex food webs are critical to the overall health of these ecosystems 
 

Disruptions of the Great Lakes food webs 
Disruptions to the Great Lakes food web have occurred due to introductions and 
invasions of non-native aquatic species, harvest and stocking of top predator 
fish, elevated nutrient levels, and contaminants.  

 
The species distribution and the feeding and habitat interactions in the Great 
Lakes food web can be disrupted in many ways, including: 
 
  

https://www.glerl.noaa.gov/res/projects/food_web/food_web.html
https://www.glerl.noaa.gov/res/projects/food_web/food_web.html
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Non-native aquatic species.  

 
 The 169 known non-native aquatic species in the Great Lakes have been 
disrupting the Great Lakes food web for decades. Non-native alewive and 
rainbow smelt preyfish impact native preyfish through predation and competition 
for food. Sea lamprey prey on lake trout. Zebra and quagga mussel feeding 
activities impact phytoplankton and zooplankton in the water and invertebrates in 
the sediments. Non-native predatory zooplankton prey on native zooplankton. 

 
Harvesting and stocking of top predator fish. Overharvesting of lake trout 
contributed to the decline of this native top predator by the 1950s and allowed 
non-native alewife to become the dominant preyfish. Coho salmon, Chinook 
salmon, rainbow trout, and brown trout were introduced to the Great Lakes in the 
1960s as top predators primarily to control alewife and rainbow smelt 
populations. The non-native top predator fish can compete with native fish for 
food and habitat. 
 
 
  

https://www.glerl.noaa.gov/pubs/brochures/foodweb/LEfoodweb.pdf
https://www.glerl.noaa.gov/res/projects/food_web/food_web.html
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Elevated nutrient levels. Phytoplankton growth in the Great Lakes is controlled, 
in part, by the naturally-occurring nutrient phosphorous. Municipal, industrial, and 
agricultural wastewater inputs can elevate natural phosphorous levels, resulting 
in algae blooms. 

 

 
Contaminants. Once introduced into the waters of the Great Lakes, some 
chemical contaminants can be accumulated by algae and subsequently 
transferred through the food web to top predator fish and birds. Contaminants 
can also directly affect organisms. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/noaa_glerl/8741972842
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphorus_cycle
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https://toxics.usgs.gov/regional/emc/transport_fate.html
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Invasive Species 

 
During the past two centuries, invasive species have significantly changed the 
Great Lakes ecosystem. In turn, the changes have had broad economic and 
social effects on people that rely on the system for food, water, and recreation. 
 
An "invasive species" is a plant or animal that is non-native (or alien) to an 
ecosystem, and whose introduction is likely to cause economic, human health, or 
environmental damage in that ecosystem. Once established, it is extremely 
difficult to control their spread 
Invasive Animal Species 
 
At least 25 non-native species of fish have entered the Great Lakes since the 
1800s, including round goby, sea lamprey, Eurasian ruffe, alewife and others. 
These fish have had significant impacts on the Great Lakes food web by 
competing with native fish for food and habitat. Invasive animals have also been 
responsible for increased degradation of coastal wetlands, resulting in loss of 
plant cover and diversity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/noaa_glerl/4076027154
http://detroitaquarium.weebly.com/round-goby.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruffe
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zebra_mussel
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Non-native mussels and mollusks have also caused turmoil in the food chain. In 
1988, zebra mussels were inadvertently introduced to Lake St. Clair, and quickly 
spread throughout the Great Lakes and into many inland lakes, rivers, and 
canals. Since then, they have caused severe problems at power plants and 
municipal water supplies, clogging intake screens, pipes, and cooling systems. 
They have also nearly eliminated the native clam population in the ecosystem. 
The spiny water flea (Cercopagis pengoi)  is another species that recently 
entered the Great Lakes. This organism, a native of Middle Eastern seas, is a 
tiny predatory crustacean that can reproduce both sexually and, more commonly, 
parthenogenically (without fertilization). This allowed them to quickly populate 
many areas in the Great Lakes. 
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Invasive Plants 
 
The Great Lakes have also been troubled by fast-growing invasive plants such 
as common reed (phragmites australis), reed canary grass (phalaris 
arundinacea), purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria), curly 
pondweed (potamogeton crispus), Eurasian milfoil (Myriophyllum 
spicatum), frogbit (Hydrocharis morsus-ranae), and two types of non-
native cattails (Typha angustifoliaand Typha glauca). Some of these plants are 
prolific seed producers, which allows them to spread rapidly over large areas. 
Invasive purple loosestrife, for example , are 2-3 meters tall and can produce 2.7 
million seeds each year. Others reproduce from fragments of root or rhizome, 
which hinders removal and control. All have become established quickly in the 
Great Lakes, displacing the native plant populations that support wildlife habitat 
and prevent erosion. Their prevalence in recreational waters also hinders 
swimming and boating. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Common_reed_on_Weston_Moor_-_geograph.org.uk_-_697194.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/photos/12567713@N00/179246154
https://pixabay.com/en/purple-loosestrife-lythrum-flower-1485894/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Potamogeton_crispus_5447259.jpg
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In the St. Lawrence River, studies have found that disturbances by boat or fish 
may facilitate the spread of common reed, a very persistent invasive plant. 
Dense beds of common reed may threaten local fish and bird habitats. 
 
What EPA and Other Agencies are Doing 
 
To prevent and control additional invasions in the Great Lakes, coordinated 
efforts are under way by U.S. and Canadian governments, eight state 
governments, two provincial governments, and regional and local programs. 
Ballast Water Regulation 
 
Ballast water is taken onto or discharged from a ship as it loads or unloads its 
cargo, to accommodate changes in its weight. Thirty percent of invasive species 
have been introduced in the Great Lakes through ballast water. In the early 
1990's, the U.S. Coast Guard began requiring ships to exchange their ballast 
water, or seal their ballast tanks for the duration of their stay. The Coastal Guard 
later used their success in the Great Lakes to develop a ballast management 
program  for the entire nation. Currently, the Coast Guard is in the process of 
developing ballast water discharge standards. 
Preventing Potential Invaders 
 
Based on the problems caused by non-native species, scientists are also closely 
watching other species that have invaded nearby ecosystems. Asian carp are of 
particular concern because they have been found in nearby waterways that 
eventually connect to the Great Lakes. In 2004, EPA and other state and local 
agencies began construction of a permanent electric barrier to prevent the fish 
from entering Lake Michigan (more about the barrier). 
EPA is also studying how existing invasive species have become established in 
the Great Lakes. These studies will help develop new techniques to predict future 
invasions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ennuiislife/4120986906
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SEA LAMPREY 

 
 

http://www.glfc.org/pubs/FACT_3.pdf
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http://www.glfc.org/pubs/FACT_3.pdf
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U.S. Great Lakes Fish 
 

WHITE PERCH 

• White perch are native to Atlantic coastal region of the United States 
and invaded the Great Lakes through the Erie and Welland Canals. 

• White perch are competitors of native fish species and have the 
potential to cause declines of fish populations because they eat eggs of 
walleye and other fish species. 

 
Yellow Perch 

• The yellow perch is native to much of North America including the Great 
Lakes.    

• Other common names for the yellow perch are the coontail, and 
raccoon perch. 

  

 
 
 
 
 

http://detroitaquarium.weebly.com/white-perch.html
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ROUND GOBY 

• The round goby appeared in the St. Clair River in 1990 and spread to all 
of the Great Lakes by 1994. 

• It is believed that the round goby came in the ballast water from a 
European ship. 

• The round goby is native to the Black and Caspian Seas in Europe. 
• This goby feeds voraciously, and eats other species eggs when they take 

over a spawning grounds. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
GOLDFISH 

• The goldfish is a domesticated carp, first bred in ancient China for 
ornamental gardens. For centuries, goldfish were prized symbols of luck 
and fortune. Shortly after they made their way to the United States in the 
mid-1800s, however, they transitioned from the exotic to the mundane. 

• Freed from the constraints of a tank, goldfish balloon to the size of 
footballs. Within a few generations, they revert to natural yellow and brown 
colors, in place of bright orange that breeders try to achieve. 

• They are also an ecological nightmare. Goldfish swim along the bottom of 
lakes and rivers, uprooting vegetation, disturbing sediment and releasing 
nutrients that trigger excess algal growth. They feed broadly, eating algae, 
small invertebrates and fish eggs. To add insult to injury, they transmit 
exotic diseases and parasites. 

 

 

 

 

https://pixabay.com/en/photos/goldfish/
http://detroitaquarium.weebly.com/round-goby.html
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ASIAN CARP 

• There are three species of Asian carp that are considered invasive and a 
threat to the Great Lakes: the bighead, silver and black carp. Silver and 
bighead carp are filter-feeding fish and consume plant and animal 
plankton. 

• Asian carp can grow to large sizes: some as large as 110 pounds, though 
the average size is around 30-40 pounds. Bighead and silver carp are 
voracious eaters, capable of eating 5-20 percent of their body weight each 
day. 

• They consume plankton-algae and other microscopic organisms-stripping 
the food web of the key source of food for small and big fish. Black carp 
differ in that they consume primarily mollusks, and threaten native mussel 
and sturgeon populations. They can grow to seven feet in length and over 
100 pounds. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://detroitaquarium.weebly.com/asian-carp.html
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LARGE MOUTH BASS 

• The Largemouth Bass is one of the most popular gamefish in Michigan. 
• It lives in shallow water habitats; particularly among reeds, waterlilies and 

other aquatic vegetation 
• In Michigan, Largemouth Bass are seldom found deeper than 20 feet. 
• They prefer clear waters with no noticeable current and do not tolerate 

excessive turbidity and siltation. In winter they dwell on or near the lake 
bottom, but stay fairly active throughout the year. 

 
 
HYBRID SUNFISH 

• The Hybrid Bluegill is a cross between a Male Bluegill and a Female Green 
Sunfish, and is sometimes referred to as a Hybrid Sunfish. Popular sport 
fish and important food source for Bass. 

 
 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Largemouth_Bass_(Micropterus_salmoides).jpg
http://www.web1.cnre.vt.edu/efish/families/hybrid.html
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Reptiles and Amphibians 

 
REPTILE: are cold-blooded vertebrates (Vertebrates have backbones). They 
have dry skin covered with scales or bony plates and usually lay soft-shelled 
eggs. 
 
                - 300 million years old. 
                - Ectothermic (Cold-blooded)  
                - Body temperature is determined by their surrounding environment. 
                - Air breathing 
                - Tough water proof skin designed to retain moisture 
 

 
ALLIGATOR SNAPPING TURTLE 
        - Found primarily in southeastern United States waters, rivers and lakes 
         - Typically, only nesting females venture onto open land 
         - Opportunistic carnivores 
         - Eat anything dead or alive 

https://sites.google.com/site/slytherinbeins/process
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PANTHER CHAMELEON 
          - Madagascar 
            - Lowland deciduous forests, not overly shaded 
            - Insectivore 
            - Prehensile tongue 
            - Anything it can catch 
            - Color changing ability 
            - Stereoscopic vision  

 
AMPHIBIAN: are cold-blooded vertebrates (vertebrates have backbones) that 
don't have scales. They live part of their lives in water and part on land. 
 
                  - Ectothermic 
                  - Cold-blooded 
                  - Body temperature is determined by their surrounding environment 

https://pixabay.com/en/photos/panthers/
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                  - Air breathing in their adult life 
                  - Start with gills and water animals and metamorphosis land animals 
with lungs 
                  - Smooth slimy skin 
                  - Take oxygen in through their skin 
                  - Mucous on some is toxic 
                   

 
POISON DART FROGS 
                   - Costa Rica and some Hawaiian Islands 
                      - Tropical Rainforests 
                      - Carnivorous 
                      - Spiders 
                      - Ants 
                      - Termites 
                      - Skin is toxic, combination of the insects they eat 

 

https://www.pinterest.com/nadialee/frogs/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Red_poison_dart_frog.jpg#file
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PHANTASMAL POISON DART FROG 
                       - Ecuador, South America 
                       - Tropical rainforests, near streams 
                       - Carnivorous 
                       - Ants 
                       - Beetles 
                       - Caterpillars 
                       - Spiders 
                       - Skin is toxic, combination of the insects they eat 

 
AFRICAN CLAWED FROGS 
                       - Native to Southern Africa 
                           - Freshwater stagnant grassland ponds 
                           - Carnivorous 
                           - Living 
                           - Dead 
                           - Anything they can catch 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/deepinon/110593290
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:African_clawed_frogs;_Xenopus_laevis.jpg
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Big Ideas for 4th Grade Aquarium Tour 
 
1. Animals have basic requirements for maintaining life, 
which includes air, water, source of energy (food) and 
place to live (shelter). 

 
 

2. Organisms have observable traits that allow them to 
survive and reproduce in their environments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wild_fisheries
http://detroitaquarium.weebly.com/clownfish.html
http://detroitaquarium.weebly.com/clown-knifefish.html
http://detroitaquarium.weebly.com/cleaner-shrimp.html
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3. Animals can be classified by these observable traits 
(physical characteristics). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Organisms are part of a food chain where the basis of 
the chain starts with plants, which need light to produce 
their energy/food. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:TrophicWeb.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/photos/ideonexus/3634418206
https://www.flickr.com/photos/shankaronline/7987425093
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Silurus_glanis_02.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ameiurus_natalis.jpg
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5. Fossils provide evidence that life forms have changed 
over time and were influenced by changes in 
environmental conditions. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Priscacara-clivosa-fish-fossil-early-eocene-from-wyoming-on-display-smithsonian-museum-of-natural-history-august-2010.jpg
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Coral Reefs 
 
Coral reefs are diverse underwater ecosystems held together by calcium 
carbonate structures secreted by corals. Coral reefs are built by colonies of tiny 
animals (polyps) found in marine waters that contain few nutrients. Most coral 
reefs are built from stony corals, which in turn consist of polyps that cluster in 
groups. The polyps belong to a group of animals as Cnidaria, which also includes 
sea anemones and jellyfish. Unlike sea anemones, corals secrete hard 
carbonate exoskeletons which support and protect the coral polyps. 

 
Often called "rainforests of the sea", shallow coral reefs form some of the most 
diverse ecosystems on Earth. They occupy less than 0.1% of the world's ocean 
surface, about half the area of France, yet they provide a home for at least 25% 
of all marine species, including fish, mollusks, worms, crustaceans, echinoderms, 
sponges, tunicates and other cnidarians.   
 
Paradoxically, coral reefs flourish even though they are surrounded by ocean 
waters that provide few nutrients. They are most commonly found at shallow 
depths in tropical waters, but deep water and cold water corals also exist on 
smaller scales in other areas 
Coral reefs are estimated to cover 284,300 sq. km (109,800 sq mi), just under 
0.1% of the oceans' surface area. The Indo-Pacific region (including the Red 
Sea, Indian Ocean, Southeast Asia and the Pacific) account for 91.9% of this 
total. Southeast Asia accounts for 32.3% of that figure, while the Pacific including 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coral_reef_protection
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Australia accounts for 40.8%. Atlantic and Caribbean coral reefs account for 
7.6% 

 
                                                                           CORAL REEF LOCATIONS 
Although corals exist both in temperate and tropical waters, shallow-water reefs 
form only in a zone extending from approximately 30 degrees North to 30 
degrees South of the equator. Tropical corals do not grow at depths of over 50 
meters (160 ft). The optimum temperature for most coral reefs is 26-27 degree 
Celsius (79-81 degree Fahrenheit), and few reefs exist in waters below 18 
degree Celsius (64 degree Fahrenheit). However, reefs in the Persian Gulf have 
adapted to temperatures of 13 degree Celsius (55 degree Fahrenheit) in winter 
and 38 degree Celsius (100 degree Fahrenheit) in summer. 
Deep-water coral can exist at greater depths and colder temperatures at much 
higher latitudes, as far north as Norway. Although deep-water corals can form 
reefs, very little is known about them 
Coral reefs are rare along the west coasts of the Americas and Africa, due 
primarily to upwelling and strong cold coastal currents that reduce water 
temperatures in these areas ( respectively the Peru, Benguela and Canary 
streams ). Corals are seldom found along the Coastline of South Asia - from the 
eastern tip of India (Chennai) to the Bangladesh and Myanmar borders - as well 
as along the coasts of northeastern South America and Bangladesh, due to the 
freshwater release from the Amazon and Ganges Rivers respectively. 
 
The Great Barrier Reef - largest, comprising over 2,900 individual reefs and 900 
island stretching for over 2,600 kilometers (1,600 mi) off Queensland, Australia. 
 
The Red Sea - includes 6000 - year old fringing reefs located around a 2,000 km 
(1,240 mi) coastline.  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Coral_reef_locations.jpg
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The Florida Reef Tract - largest continental US reef, extends from Soldier Key, 
located in Biscayne Bay, to the Dry Tortugas in the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
The Raja Ampat Islands in Indonesia's West Papua province offer the highest 
known marine diversity. 
 
Coral reefs deliver ecosystem services to tourism, fisheries and shoreline 
protection. The annual global economic value of coral reefs is estimated between 
US$29.8-375 billion. However, coral reefs are fragile ecosystems, partly because 
they are very sensitive to temperature. They are under threat from climate 
change, oceanic acidification, blast fishing, cyanide fishing for aquarium fish, 
sunscreen use, overuse of reef resources, and harmful land-use practices, 
including urban and agricultural runoff and water pollution, which can harm reefs 
by encouraging excess algal growth. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://pixabay.com/en/coral-reef-deep-reef-fish-ocean-954057/
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Tessalata Moray Eel 
 
Eels are not snakes - they are actually fish and live in holes or caves and are 
highly territorial. They will defend their cave from intruders and will only venture 
out briefly to catch passing prey. Eels are generally not aggressive and are only 
likely to bite you if you reach into the cave in which they're hiding. 
 
Although moray eels are non-venomous, their flesh often contains a toxic 
substance (ciguatoxin) that is produced by marine algae. If carnivores,  including 
eels, prey on herbivorous animals that have grazed on these algae, the toxins 
are transferred and stored in higher concentrations in the predator's tissues. 
Moray eels are therefore a potentially deadly meal for humans and are therefore 
seldom eaten. 

 
Although they feed mostly on small fish and octopuses, they sometimes take 
prey that's too large to be swallowed. When this happens, an eel will clamp its 
jaws onto the prey, knot its tail and move the knot towards its head. The knot is 
then pushed against the prey while the head is pulled back through the knot, 
enabling the eel to rip off a bite-sized piece of prey 
 
The saying "slippery as an eel" is extremely apt because eels have a coating on 
their skin that makes them not only slippery but also able to maneuver in and out 
of the sharp corals. 
 
 

http://detroitaquarium.weebly.com/tesselata-moray-eel.html
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Desjardin's Sailfin Tang 
 
Acanthuridae is the family of surgeonfishes, tangs, and unicornfishes. The family 
includes about 82 extant species. The family is composed of marine fish living in 
tropical seas, usually around coral reefs. Many of the species are brightly colored 
and popular for aquaria. 

 
The distinctive characteristic of the family is the scalpel - like spines, one or more 
on either side of the tail ("thorn tails"), which are dangerously sharp. The dorsal, 
anal, and caudal fins are large, extending for most of the length of the body. The 
small mouths have a single row of teeth used for grazing on algae 
 
Surgeonfishes sometimes feed as solitary individuals, but they also often travel 
and feed in schools. Feeding in schools may be a mechanism for overwhelming 
the highly aggressive defense response of small territorial damselfishes that 
vigorously guard small patches of algae on coral reefs. 
 
 
 
 
 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Acanthuridae_-_Zebrasoma_desjardinii.JPG
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Lined Seahorse and Dwarf Seahorse 
 
Seahorse is the name given to 54 species of small marine fishes in the 
genius Hippocampus. "Hippocampus" comes from the Ancient Greek 
word hippos meaning "horse" and kampos meaning "sea monster". Having a 
head and neck suggestive of a horse, seahorses also feature segmented bony 
armour, an upright posture and a curled prehensile tail. 
 
Seahorses are mainly found in shallow tropical and temperate waters throughout 
the world, from 45 degree South to 45 degree North and live in sheltered areas 
such as seagrass beds, estuaries, coral reefs, or mangroves. Four species are 
found in Pacific waters from North America to South America. In the Atlantic, 
H.erectus ranges from Nova Scotia to Uruguay, H.zosterae, known as the dwarf 
seahorse, is found in the Bahamas. 

 
Seahorse range in size from 1.5 to 35.5 cm (0.6 to 14.0 in). They are named for 
their equine appearance with bent necks and long snouted heads followed by 
their distinctive trunk and tail. Although they are bony fish, they do not have 
scales, but rather thin skin stretched over a series of bony plates, which are 
arranged in rings throughout their bodies. Each species has a distinct number of 
rings. 
 
Seahorses swim upright, another characteristic not shared by their close pipefish 
relatives, which swim horizontally. Razorfish are the only other fish that swim 

http://kinooze.com/horses-under-the-water/
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vertically. They swim upright propelling themselves by using the dorsal fin. The 
pectoral fins located on either side of the head are used for maneuvering. 

 
They lack the caudal fin typical of fishes. Their prehensile tail can only be 
unlocked in the most extreme conditions. They are adept at camouflage with the 
ability to grow and reabsorb spiny appendages depending on their habitat. 
Unusual among fish, a seahorse has a flexible, well-defined neck. It also sports a 
crown-like spine or horn on its head, termed a "coronet", which is distinct for 
each species. 
Seahorses swim very poorly, rapidly fluttering a dorsal fin and using pectoral fins 
(located behind their eyes) to steer. The slowest-moving fish in the world is 
H.zosterae (the dwarf seahorse), with a top speed of about 5 ft(1.5 m) per hour. 
Since they are poor swimmers, they are most likely to be found resting with their 
prehensile tails wound around a stationary object. They have long snouts, which 
they use to suck up food, and their eyes can move independently of each other 
like those of a chameleon. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lined_Seahorse_sideways.jpghttps:/commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lined_Seahorse_sideways.jpg
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Lined seahorses are monogamous creatures. Once they form a bond with 
another seahorse, they perform ritual dances every morning to re-establish that 
bond. 
 
Unusually it is the male, and not the female, tat becomes pregnant in seahorses. 
Males have an incubation or 'brood' pocket on the lower side of the tail, into 
which female lined seahorses lay between 250 and 650 eggs during courtship, 
depending on the size of the individual. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/7916953@N06/3743047078
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Clown Fish 
 
Bright orange with three distinctive white bars, clown anemonefish are among the 
most recognizable of all reef-dwellers. They reach about 4.3 inches (11 
centimeters) in length, and are named for the multicolored sea anemone in which 
they make their homes. 
Clownfish perform an elaborate dance with an anemone before taking up 
residence, gently touching its tentacles with different parts of their bodies until 
they are acclimated to their host. A layer of mucus on the clownfish's skin makes 
it immune to the fish-eating anemone's lethal sting. In exchange for safety from 
predators and food scraps, the clownfish drives off intruders and preens its host, 
removing parasites. 

 
There are 28 known species of anemonefish, most of which live in the shallow 
waters of the Indian Ocean, the Red Sea, and the Western Pacific. They are not 
found in the Caribbean, Mediterranean, or Atlantic Ocean. 
 
Surprisingly, all clownfish are born male. They have the ability to switch their sex, 
but will do so only to become the dominant female of a group. The change is 
irreversible. 
 

 

 

https://pixabay.com/en/anemone-fish-clown-fish-amphiprion-1496889/
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Brittle Star (Sea Star) 
 
Brittle star, also called serpent star, any of the 2,100 living species of marine 
invertebrates constituting the subclass phylum Echinodermata (spiny skin). Their 
long, thin arms - usually five and often forked and spiny - are distinctly set off 
from the small disk-shaped body. The arms readily break off but soon regrow - 
i.e., are regenerated. 

 
The mouth, on the underside of the body, has five teeth; an anus is lacking; and 
the tube feet serve mainly as sense organs for detecting light and odor. The 
animal feeds by extending one or more arms into the water or over the mud, the 
other arms serving as anchors. Brittle stars are mainly deposit feeders, 
scavengers, and plankton feeders; however, they sometimes trap sizable 
animals. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Brittle_Star_back.jpg
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Damselfish 
 
Damselfish, any of about 250 species of small, primarily tropical marine fishes of 
the family Pomacentride ( order Perciformes) found in the Atlantic and Indo-
Pacific oceans. Damselfishes are deep-bodied and usually have forked tails. 
They resemble the related cichlids and, like the, have a single nostril on each 
side of the head and have interrupted lateral lines. Damselfishes have two anal 
spines. Many species are brilliantly colored, often in shades of red, orange, 
yellow, or blue; most do not exceed a length of about 15 cm (6 inches). 

 
Damselfishes are lively and quick, and are usually strongly territorial and 
aggressive. Some feed mainly on plant matter or small animals suspended in the 
water; others are omnivorous. Most damselfishes live along reefs, but certain 
species, the anemone fishes, are noted for living among the stinging tentacles of 
sea anemones. 

  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Yellowtail_Damselfish.jpg
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Upside-down jellyfish 
 
This jelly does not look like the typical jelly, appearing as a flower on the seafloor. 
The bell is flat and shaped like a saucer. Color can vary, but is typically greenish 
to gray-blue. It has four pairs of elaborately branched but unfused oral arms. 
Instead of swimming, this jelly spends its life pulsing upside-down in shallow, 
sunlit water. Diet consists of zooplankton. Bell can be up to 14 inches wide, 
about the size of a serving plate. They can be found in the Caribbean, Hawaii, 
and Florida. 

 
In the past, jelly populations were kept in check by predators like sea turtles and 
jelly-eating fish. Due to the reduction of their predators, jelly populations are 
growing at alarming rates. Sea turtles and other jelly-eating animals, such as 
tuna, sunfish, butterfish, and spiny dogfish, keep the jelly populations in balance. 
All seven species of sea turtles include them in their diets. The largest sea turtle 
species, the leatherback, depends on jellies for food. Because jellies are more 
than 90% water and an adult leatherback can weigh more than 2,000 pounds, 
one turtle can consume a lot of jellies. 
 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/silkebaron/16280596697
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Amazon 
 
The Amazon River in South America is the largest river by discharge of water in 
the world, and according to some experts, the longest in length, other say 2nd 
longest. The Amazon river hosts swamp, marshes and steam habitats. The river 
is subject to flood cycles and changes dramatically during the year. The river is 
the source of 1/5 of the Earth's fresh water. The river is extremely biodiverse.  

• During the wet season, the Amazon River can reach over 190 kilometers 
(120 miles) in width. 

• The length of the Amazon River is approximately 6400 kilometers (4000 
miles). 

• There are no bridges that cross the Amazon, mostly because there is no 
need, the majority of the Amazon River runs through rainforests rather 
than roads or cities. 

• The largest city along the Amazon River is Manaus. Located in Brazil it is 
home to over 1.7 million people. 

• There are over 3000 known species of fish that live in the Amazon River, 
with more constantly being discovered. 
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Amazon Fish 
 

Arowana: 

 
            The Arowana is a facultative air breather and can obtain oxygen from air 
by sucking it into its swim bladder, which is lined with capillaries like lung tissue 
are carnivores, often being specialized surface feeders. They are excellent 
jumpers; Osteoglossum 
species have seen leaping more than 6 ft (almost 2 m) from the water surface to 
pick off insects and birds from overhanging branches in South America, hence 
the nickname "Water monkeys". Arowana species typically grow to around 2 to 3 
ft in captivity. 
 
              Several species of osteoglossids exhibit parental care. They build nests 
and protect their young after they hatch. All species are mouthbrooders, the 
parents holding sometimes hundreds of eggs in their mouths. The young may 
take several tentative trips outside the parent's mouth to investigate the 
surroundings before leaving permanently. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Arowana
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Electric eel: 
             The electric eel (Electrophorus electricus) is an electric fish, and the only 
species in that genus. Despite the name, it is not an eel, but rather a knifefish. 
They in habit areas that are often oxygen deficient and may disappear during the 
dry season, therefore they must breathe air in order to stay alive, making them 
obligate air breathers. 

 
 

 

  

https://www.flickr.com/photos/skippy/29144192
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GREAT LAKES OF AFRICA 

Lake Tanganyika 

 
Lake Tanganyika, pronounced tan-guhn-yee-kuh. The lake is at the southern end 
of the Western Rift Valley. It is the longest freshwater lake in the world measuring 
at 660 km 
 
It is also the second deepest freshwater lake in the world at 1,436 meters. It is 
long and deep but relatively narrow. The waters can be brackish. The waters are 
fed mainly by the Malagarasi, Ruzizi and Kalambo rivers. No major drainage 
basin feeds the lake. The southwest part of the lake consist of swallow rocky 
shores. The shoreline of the lake can provide a sandy habitat to a variety of fish 
especially cichlids. The lake deepest water lacks oxygen. The lake itself is very 
slow flowing. The waters are tropical. There are several slow flowing tributaries 
that led to the lake.  
The lake is divided among four countries - Tanzania, Democratic Republic of the 
Congo (DRC), Burundi, and Zambia, with Tanzania (46%) and DRC (40%) 
possessing the majority of the lake. The water flows into the Congo River system 
and ultimately into the Atlantic Ocean. The name apparently refers to 
"Tanganika, 'the great lake spreading out like a plain', or plain-like lake". It is 
estimated that 16% of all fresh water on Earth is found in Lake Tanganyika. 
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Lake Natron 

 

This relatively small lake is locating in Tanzania just south of the 
Kenyan border. Lake Natron has the unique feature of being a rusty red and 
the world's most corrosive body of water. The corrosive nature of the lake 
comes from volcanic ash originating in the Great Rift Valley. During the dry 
season, alkalinity in parts of the lake can be close to ammonia. The color 
comes from microorganisms that because of their salt preferences thrive in 
the alkaline waters. In addition to its corrosive pH, Lake Natron is inhospitable 
to most species because of its extreme temperature which can read 60 
degree Celsius. The lake is heated by an underground heat source. 
 
The Lake Natron Soda Cichlid (Alcolapia alcalicus) is endemic to the lake. 
This cichlid live in the shores, alkaline springs and lagoons. Rift Valley 
Flamingos use this lake as a breeding ground. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://et.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natroni_j%C3%A4rv
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Lake Bermin 
 
Found in Cameroon, Western Africa, Lake Bermin is one of many crater lakes 
formed millions of years ago as a result of volcanic eruptions. This almost 
perfectly circular lake is formed in a volcanic crater. The crater rises about 150 
feet making it nearly completely isolated from the nearby watersheds. Bermin 
host nine described species, making it one of the most endemic species rich 
ecosystems in the world. Their isolation has given way to scientifically 
interesting adaptions. As well as, unique coloration and appearance. 
Unfortunately, each species in Lake Bermin is critically endangered. This is 
because of their limited geographic range and human development. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Nine species of cichlids inhabit this lake. They possess genetic data 
demonstrating a close relationship. This indicates that all nine of these species 
evolved in Lake Bermin and descendants were all derived from one original 
species.These nine species of cichlids are part of the genus Tilapia, and were 
discovered only in recent years. The Tilapia of Lake Bermin are a fascinating 
group of fishes with their lovely, changeable colors and intense parental 
behavior. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://jscutler.wordpress.com/cameroon/volcanic-crater-lakes/lake-bermin/
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Lake Victoria 
 
Lake Victoria is the main reservoir of the Nile River. It is also the largest lake 
in Africa and the second largest freshwater lake in the world. The shores are 
deeply indented except those on the west. Lake Victoria's waters fill a shallow 
depression in the center of the great plateau. This plateau stretched from 
Western and Eastern Rift Valleys. There are numerous reefs within the Lake. 
 
More than 200 species of fish live in Lake Victoria. The lake's shores differ. 
The lake's southwestern coast is backed steep rock cliff that contain swamps 
that lead to the Kagera River. The northern coast is flat. There are numerous 
and very different island within the lake. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In recent years, Lake Victoria and it's surrounding areas are threatened by 
overfishing, pollution and invasive species such as the Nile perch and water 
hyacinth.  
 

  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Africa_Lake_Victoria_10_006.jpg
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Lake Malawi 
 
Lake Malawi, also known as Lake Nyasa in Tanzania and Lago Niassa in 
Mozambique, is an African Great Lake and the southernmost lake in the East 
African Rift system, located between Malawi, Mozambique and Tanzania. It is 
the ninth largest lake in the world and the third largest and second deepest 
lake in Africa. It is home to more species of fish than any other lake, including 
about 1000 species of cichlids. The Mozambique portion of the lake was 
officially declared a reserve by the Government of Mozambique on June 10, 
2011, and in Malawi a portion of the lake is included in the Lake Malawi 
National Park. Lake Malawi is ameromictic lake (water layers do not mix); 
permanent stratification of water and the oxic -anoxic boundary (relating to 
oxygen in the water) are maintained by moderately small chemical and 
thermal gradients. 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lake_Malawi_fish_eagle.jpg
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/eschipul/1418523190
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Congo River 
 
The Congo river flows to the Atlantic Ocean. It receives up to 90 inches of 
rainfall a year. It has numerous waterfalls and islands. The river flows mainly 
near the equator causing it to be hot. The land surrounding the river is mostly 
tropical rain forest. The rest of the river is surrounding by tall grass. 

 
The river is the second largest river in Africa. It has a large drainage basin. It is 
also one of the deepest rivers in the world with parts of it reaching depths of 
greater than 220 meters (720 feet). 
 
 
 
 
 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:River_Congo.svg
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The Nile 
 
The Nile is a major north- flowing river in northeastern Africa, generally 
regarded as the longest river in the world but in 2007 this title was given to the 
Amazon river. It is 6,853 km (4,258 miles) long. The Nile is an "international" 
river as its water resources are shared by eleven countries namely, Tanzania, 
Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, Congo-Kinshasa, Kenya, Ethiopia, Eritrea, South 
Sudan, Sudan and Egypt. In particular, the  Nile is the primary water source of 
Egypt and Sudan. 

 
The Nile has two major tributaries, 
the White Nile and Blue Nile. The 
White Nile is considered to be 
headwaters and primary stream of 
the Nile itself. The Blue Nile, 
however, is the source of most of 
the water and silt. The White Nile 
is longer and rises in the Great 
Lakes region of Central Africa, with 
the most distant source still 
undetermined but located in either 
Rwanda or Burundi. It flows north 
through Tanzania, Lake Victoria, 
Uganda and South Sudan. The 
Blue Nile begins at Lake Tana in 
Ethiopia and flows into Sudan from 
the southeast. 
 
 
 
 
  

https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nile
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FISH FROM THE GREAT LAKES AND RIVERS OF 

AFRICA 

Cichlids 

 

Cichlids are unique in that they have teeth both in their jaw and in the throat 
and a single nostril on either side of the head instead of 2. One of the reasons 
for family's massive diversity is advanced care of their offspring compared to 
other fish. 

 
Cichlids are one of the wonders of evolution, with thousands of different species 
developing. Lake Malawi alone contains as many as 850 different species of 
cichlids, all of which have evolved from just one species. What is more, all but 2 
are endemic to the lake! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Melanochromis_Maingano_Malawi_cyaneorhabdos_P1010034.JPG
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Gold Shelldweller Cichlid 

 

Cichlids are famed for their fantastic breeding and reproduction habits. Some 
males build underwater sandcastles to impress and attract a mate. Some 
species work with other fish such as the kampango catfish to share a nest and 
earn protection from predators. Females of several cichlid species carry their 
fertilized eggs in their mouths to keep them safe;once hatched, the young fish 
will return to their mother's mouth when they sense danger. 
There are more species of cichlids than there are of any other vertebrate 
species. Sadly,there are also more species of cichlids which are endangered 
than any other vertebrate species. In some cichlid species, which live in groups, 
the dominant female will change sex if the male of the group dies. 
 
IUCN list a total of 156 cichlid species as vulnerable, 40 as endangered, and 69 
as critically endangered, 6 species are now thought to be extinct in the wild. 

 
Some cichlid species, such as tilapia for example, are important food sources. 
Overfishing is the major threat facing this amazing array of cichlid species. Other 
major problems include introduced species such as Nile perch and water 
hyacinth, and deforestation, which causes siltation of the water. 
 
 
 
 
 

https://pixabay.com/en/cichlid-fish-african-orange-blotch-780119/
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Tilapia 
 
Tilapia is the common name for nearly a hundred species of cichlid fish from 
the tilapine cichlid tribe. Tilapia are mainly freshwater fish inhabiting shallow 
streams, ponds, rivers and lakes and less commonly found living in brackish 
water. Historically, they have been of major importance in artisan fishing in 
Africa and the Middle East, and they are of increasing importance in 
aquaculture and aquaponics. Tilapia can become problematic invasive 
species in new warm-water habitats such as Australia, whether deliberately or 
accidentally introduced, but generally not in temperate climates due to their 
inability to survive cold water.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tilapia_buttikoferi_-_aqua_porte_dor%C3%A9e_02.JPG
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Lungfish 

 

Species of the Protopteridae (African lungfishes) family are air-breathing. 
They can live in anoxic (no oxygen) or hypoxic (low supply of oxygen) water. 
This allows them to survive dry periods, during which they burrow in a mud 
hole and are enveloped in mucous. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

https://www.flickr.com/photos/40295335@N00/4840412198
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Polypterus / Bichirs 
 
Fish of the family polypteridae have the characteristics of ancient fish, with 
lobed fins and a hard coating on their scales. Really large specimens can 
reach about 1.2 m in length, but most species are below 30 cm. 

 
Some think it was part of the missing link between fish and amphibians helping to 
show how fish fins had evolved to become paired limbs. Polypterus also possess 
a lung - like structure, which enables them to take gulps of air from the surface in 
water with low oxygen content. 
 
The BIA is the only known complete collection of all identified species of the 
polypterus family. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://detroitaquarium.weebly.com/saddled-bichir.html
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Lake Natron Fish 
 
Lake Natron Soda Cichlids 
               This fish will periodically gulp air from the surface. This is related to 
the fact that oxygen content of water in Lake Natron is significantly reduced 
and can quickly become oxygen deprived, especially if there are lots of fish 
living in a small pool 

  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Alcolapia_alcalica.jpg
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Lake Bermin Fish 
 
Lake Bermin Tilapia 
                This critically endangered cichlid species is endemic to Lake 
Bermin. It is found in the deepest parts of the lake and apparently adapted for 
life in lower oxygen waters with a higher level of hemoglobin in its blood. 

 
                    It is threatened by high pollution and sedimentation from human 
activities and potentially also by large emissions of carbon dioxide from the lake's 
bottom. 
 
                    Their striking white lower lip is a part of their natural coloration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.eastcoastcichlids.org/forums/showthread.php?t=14691
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Mbu Puffer 
 
Mbu puffer AKA, Giant puffer, or giant freshwater puffer (Tetraodon mbu) is a 
carnivorous freshwater pufferfish originating from the middle and lower 
sections of the Congo river in Africa, as well as the east coast of Lake 
Tanganyika near the Malagarasi River mouth. 

 

• The species is commonly referred to as the giant freshwater pufferfish due 
to its massive size, growing to a length of 67 cm (26 inches). 

• As such, these fish are difficult to adequately house in captivity since they 
require a very large aquarium and appropriately scaled water filtration. 

• Like all of its relatives, the Mbu puffer is capable of inflating itself with 
water or air when stressed or otherwise frightened. 

• This puffer can change color depending on its mood or on its surroundings. 
• It feeds on smaller fish, mollusks and crustaceans. Species kept in 

captivity require a varied diet consisting of crunchy foods to help ensure 
good health and to prevent tooth overgrowth 

 
 
 
 
 


